The GB1900 project used crowd-sourcing to transcribe all text from the second edition County Series six inch to one mile maps of Great Britain, published between 1888 and 1914, a total of c. 2.55m. geo-located text strings. These locate almost every farm and about half of all street names. The paper describes the final datasets, and how they were created. It then presents a detailed comparison with five other freely-available gazetteers of Britain: Geonames, the US government's NGA gazetteer, the Ordnance Survey's 50k and Open Names datasets, and the English Place Name Survey's DEEP project. Comparisons are presented at national level and, more qualitatively, for an area of eastern England. The results demonstrate both GB1900's greater volume of geo-located entries and its ability to locate places and features identified in other historical sources beyond administrative hierarchies: this is the most detailed historical gazetteer, certainly for Britain and possibly for anywhere. The final online system is described, including its integration of place name histories from DEEP.
Introduction
Human activity is contingent on both time and place, so in humanities research we constantly need to know not only when events occurred but where. Historical documents are overwhelmingly text based and what makes them geographical is the place names (toponyms) within them. There is also a large need from family historians to locate ancestral origins. Both types of enquiry require gazetteers, turning place names into locations which can be found on maps, and we often need to know not only the current names of places but also past forms. The creation of these historical gazetteers is a central task of the geohumanities (Southall, Mostern, and Berman 2011; Berman, Mostern, and Southall 2016) .
This paper presents the new gazetteer created by the GB1900 project, and compares it with other freely available gazetteers of Britain. GB1900 applied crowdsourcing to transcribe all text strings appearing on six inch to the mile (1:10,560) maps of Great Britain, a total of c. 2.55m. strings, each with a coordinate, although these include many labels which are not place names. Detailed accounts of the project's origins and the crowd-sourcing software (Southall et al. 2017) , and of the work of the online volunteers and their motivations (Aucott, Southall, and Ekinsmyth 2019) have already been published. The present paper focuses on the GB1900 place name gazetteer, while a further paper will present analyses of the non-place name data as evidence of past physical and cultural landscapes.
Our evaluation of the GB1900 gazetteer is through comparison with five other gazetteers of Britain, and this paper consequently also includes the first detailed investigation of the dataset created by the DEEP (Digital Exposure of English Place names) project. The initial section summarises the history of detailed mapping of 4 covering every county, and enumerating current and past toponyms. Camden based this on having 'conferred with most skillfull observers in each county, I have studiously read over our owne countrie writers, old and new…. I have had conference with learned men in other parts of Christendome' (Camden 1610, sec. Introduction) . Immediately following Camden's survey, John Speed (1552 -1629 published a set of maps showing each of Britain's counties, at scales enabling essentially every village to be shown, and that in turn led to John Adams' Index Villaris of 1680, essentially a single alphabetical listing of c. 24,000 locations, each including a latitude and longitude (Adams 1680 ).
The Ordnance Survey followed in this tradition, its surveyors being instructed to systematically gather the names of features and places from local people (Harley 1971) . The maps themselves are therefore the most authoritative record of Britain's places and their names, although it should be noted that map-makers have generally copied names from earlier editions (Crone, Campbell, and Skelton 1962) , so most but not all the names on the second edition County Series will come from the first.
The English Place Name Survey (EPNS) began in 1923 (see https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/groups/epns/survey.aspx). It creates place name histories, tracing individual names back through ever-earlier documents to forms which have meaning in Anglo-Saxon, Norse or Celtic languages, which can therefore be used as evidence of early landscapes and settlement patterns. This meticulous research requires expertise in the above languages, so the EPNS works through county teams and is still incomplete.
The EPNS began each county survey by systematically gathering names from the six inch maps (Smith 1954 ), but did not systematically include coordinates. The desire for an equally detailed gazetteer of Welsh place names led to the Cymru1900Wales project, led by the National Library of Wales and the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales (Ell, Hughes, and Southall 2016) , applying crowd-sourcing to transcribe all text appearing on the second edition County Series maps.
Cymru1900 launched in October 2013, then essentially relaunched as GB1900 in September 2016 as a collaboration between the original Welsh partners, the National Library of Scotland who provided digital mapping covering all of Britain not just Wales, and the University of Portsmouth who provided software revisions and hosting. GB1900 inherited software and all existing volunteers and transcriptions from Cymru1900 but, obviously, extended the geographical scope.
Volunteers were asked to transcribe all text within the maps except purely numeric data, such as 'spot heights' giving elevations, and distances. Rather than attempting to identify the locations of features being named, volunteers were instructed to give each text string the location of the bottom left corner of the first character of the string. No attempt was made to capture variations in fonts and text sizes. The system also allowed volunteers to separately record additional names for features from personal knowledge, or add personal 'memories', but these capabilities were little used, and obviously could not be confirmed by other volunteers.
The GB1900 Gazetteer
The crowd-sourcing process ended January 2018, by when it was almost impossible to find new text to transcribe or existing transcriptions needing confirmation. By then 2,656,830 initial transcriptions had been made, plus 2,618,533 confirmatory transcriptions; some of the former were mistakes incapable of confirmation, more 6 than balancing those needing multiple confirmations to reach consensus. These data were held within the MongoDB system underpinning the web site, accessible from the GBH GIS's main Postgres database via a foreign data wrapper.
Three final datasets have been created and made available for download. Firstly, the 'final raw dump', a zip archive containing the final state of all tables from MongoDB, except that detailing individual volunteers. Secondly, the 'Complete GB1900 gazetteer', a single listing of points and coordinates. Thirdly, the 'Abridged GB1900 gazetteer', containing the same columns as the complete dataset but with common non-place names removed. The raw dump is made available under the simplest Creative Commons license (CC0), enabling anyone to use it as they please, the only limitation being that they may not call the result the GB1900 gazetteer. The other two datasets are under Creative Commons -Attribution -Share alike (CC-BY-SA) licenses. All can be downloaded from: http://www.pastplace.org/data#gb1900
The Raw Dump is precisely the content created by the main transcription process and contains four data files plus four additional files of documentation. The core data file, gb1900_locations, has 2,666,341 rows, one for each location or 'pin' created in the GB1900 system. Each row includes a WGS84 coordinate, the unique 24character hexadecimal pin ID used internally by the crowd-sourcing software, and a new and simpler seven-digit ID number, based on the order in which pins were created. The gb1900_transcriptions file contains 8,043,297 text strings, each linked to a pin: this count is misleading, as one of the changes made in evolving from Cymru1900 to GB1900 was to replace a seldom-met requirement for three independent transcriptions for each pin, with no immediate checking of whether they matched, with two being sufficient provided they matched; but this had to be implemented by programmatically inserting a third matching string. The other two tables in the Raw Dump are much smaller, but are the only way in which the 'user contributions' have been preserved: gb1900_memories has 399 rows, and gb1900_alt_names has 1,970 rows.
Creating the Complete Gazetteer from the Raw Dump files began with automated cleaning within the database. That worked by creating a new data set in which all three transcriptions were added to the locations as separate columns, then compared. Mostly they were identical, so a single canonical text string was easily identified. Elsewhere, small differences were deemed insignificant. This included ignoring double spaces and spaces at the beginning or end of a text string, and standardising common abbreviations for generic features. For example, any string in which the only two letters were an 'F' followed by a 'P', regardless of case, spaces or punctuation marks, were standardised to 'F. P.', the abbreviation for footpath, even though this occasionally reflected variations in the original maps rather than in volunteers' interpretations.
At this stage we also excluded any purely numeric data which should not have been transcribed, and some duplicate pins, where two closely adjacent pins were separate attempts to transcribe the same string: pairs of pins were merged into one where they contained exactly the same text string as a neighbouring confirmed pin and they were located within 10 metres of one another. The process was repeated at 20, 40 and 60 metres, but with progressively more checking that they were not common abbreviations likely to appear within close proximity, such as 'P' for pump. 27,400 locations remained needing manual checking. Firstly, those still with only one transcription, which by this stage probably meant there was no actual feature on the map. One source of these was that in the County Edition areas falling across county boundaries were covered by sheets from the sets for both counties, and the mosaics used for Cymru1900 and GB1900 sometimes differed in the version used. This meant that some unconfirmed transcriptions inherited from Cymru1900 could not be confirmed in GB1900, but manual checking was required to delete them. Secondly, all cases were manually checked if only two non-matching transcriptions had been made, or there were three transcriptions which all differed. We also manually checked all locations where the agreed version did not contain an accented character, but a third transcription did, as many volunteers ignored the accents when transcribing Welsh and Gaelic names, even though buttons for adding these special characters were provided on the transcription form.
All these cases were extracted into spreadsheets and emailed out to volunteers who had offered to further assist. Each was checked by at least two volunteers against the National Library of Scotland web site presenting the original mapping, and the results compared; any remaining discrepancies were resolved by the lead author.
One further common error was breaking up long labels describing railway lines into multiple strings, as illustrated in Figure 2 : 'CAMBRIAN RAILWAY' appears above the line and 'KERRY BRANCH' below. In the worst cases each word of the railway label had been separately transcribed. The authors corrected these c. 850 railways labels.
The third dataset, the 'Abridged GB1900 Gazetteer', the focus of the remainder of this article, contains the same columns as the Complete version, but with most nonplace names removed. This was done by ranking all unique strings in the Complete 9 gazetteer in descending order of frequency and then working down manually. The five commonest strings are 'F. P.' (meaning Foot Path; 306,583 occurrences), 'W' (Well; 190, 979) , 'P' (Pump; 115, 877) , 'F. B.' (Foot Bridge; 74, 514) and 'Spring' (46, 876) , so just removing these cuts over a quarter of all rows from the Complete data set. The commonest strings still included are 'Manor House' (1, 617 occurrences) and 'Manor Farm' (1, 496) . All other strings retained appear less than a thousand times, and currently all strings appearing at least 25 times have been considered for exclusion. Street names are retained, however common, so there are 454 'High Street' entries, while church names including saints' dedications are excluded. Some categories of unique strings were also removed, such as most containing 'found', for instance 'Human Remains Roman Coins &c. found here A. D. Based on our repeated visual inspections of both the source maps and the text files created by GB1900, we believe the latter are a comprehensive and accurate transcription of the text in the former, the main limitations being that distinctions between upper and lower case letters cannot be relied on, and the coordinates are sometimes imprecise.
Alternative place name gazetteers for Great Britain
How useful is the GB1900 gazetteer? This is best answered through comparison with other gazetteers, specifically five existing freely downloadable gazetteers under open licenses, as listed in Table 1 .
The DEEP gazetteer
The Digital Exposure of English Place-Names (DEEP) project was funded by Jisc in 2011-13 to computerise all completed volumes of the EPNS, discussed above, excluding county introductions and volumes on single cities. Digitization combined optical character recognition with much manual work. DEEP created the online 'Historical Gazetteer of England's Place-Names'' (http://www.placenames.org.uk/), but this went offline in 2018. Ell, Hughes and Southall (2016) The 'replacement' Open Names gazetteer initially appears far larger, but as Table 5 shows the large majority of the entries are postcodes, the UK equivalent of zip codes, or street names. Although it lacks the farms in the 50K gazetteer, the number of settlements and landscape features is still very substantial, and (2) and castles (7), hotels (2), air fields (4) and miscellaneous other features like a park and a pier (5) (4). 862 entries are related to landscape and water features, a far greater number than those given in Geonames. Figure 5 depicts the three hundreds with generalised boundaries and a combination of all the geo-located names in DEEP, Geonames, NGA Gazetteer and the OS 50K, plus the 126 'PopulatedPlaces'
in OS Open Names. The location of points from these datasets correspond well with one another. Analysing a single parish manually shows even more clearly the differences between GB1900 and DEEP, as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 .
All the DEEP matches are included in the abridged version of GB1900 and of the 91 GB1900 entries without a DEEP match, only 25 are included in the abridged version.
These include administrative labels for the Urban District of 'Sheringham' and one label for 'Upper Sheringham' because GB1900 has two entries (one each for the village and the parish (created in 1901) whereas DEEP only has one entry. There are also five buildings, plus a lifeboat house and a water works, eleven transport links which were all road names except one railway line label, two names associated with the neighbouring parish of Beeston Regis, 'Sheringham Wood', the aforementioned 'Elcot' and the site some stone querns were discovered.
GB1900 as an online gazetteer
Our project partners are already using GB1900 place name data. Secondly, entries have been matched to corresponding entries in the DEEP gazetteer. This has been done by first using the hierarchy within DEEP to associate each lower-level entry with a DEEP parish entry, and then matching DEEP parishes to entries in the GBH GIS Administrative Unit Ontology (AUO), either via the hierarchy or matching parish coordinates from DEEP to GBH GIS boundary data (Southall 2012) ; the penultimate column in Table 2 shows results from this. Then, having already matched GB1900 entries to historic parishes, they were further matched to DEEP entries based on both containing parish and name matching, while excluding ambiguous cases.
Matching to the AUO was complicated by EPNS teams using a mixture of historical and relatively modern geographies: many of the Hundreds appearing had been abolished through mergers in pre-modern times, while many of the parishes listed were created through mergers in the twentieth century, or are groupings of actual parishes which have never existed as legal entities, such as 'Lydiard' in Wiltshire, combining the actual parishes of Lydiard Millicent and Lydiard Tregoze. Table 2 shows that the large majority of DEEP 'Sub-county' and 'Parish' entries are now matched to the AUO, although this required significant manual work.
Automated matching of individual GB1900 and DEEP entries is similarly problematic, and on-going. We have also done more manual matching of DEEP Sub-Parish entries, as these provide the richest historical information. The final column in Table   2 shows that the majority of DEEP 'Mapped Names" and 'Sub-Parish' entries are now matched to GB1900 entries.
The search interface can be accessed at:
http://www.pastplace.org/expertsearch#gb1900
Visitors can include wild cards within their search terms, and narrow searches by county. Figure 7 shows how results are presented against the background of mapping, supplied by the National Library of Scotland. Here the initial view is of all the locations in Britain matching the search, but zooming-in on a particular location displays the County Series mapping. Clicking on a particular location selects it, and displays the results shown on the right. In this case, information from DEEP is included, listing earlier names by which this village was known and the dates and source from which these 'attestations' were drawn.
The site provides resolvable Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) for the GB1900 gazetteer via the simplified seven-digit numeric identifiers described earlier:
http://www.pastplace.org/gb1900/1474716 22 There are limited benefits to making GB1900 available in a format based on RDF (Resource Description Framework), or via a Linked Data API, if it consists simply of a large number of place names, coordinates and unique identifiers. However, Pelagios Commons have very recently funded a new small project to publish the AUO as Linked Data, and we hope to be able to include GB1900 within that, exploiting the GB1900-AUO linkages described above.
Discussion
We have argued elsewhere for 'spinal gazetteers', but this term has often been misunderstood (Ell, Hughes, and Southall 2016, p. 156) . We are certainly calling for something more specific than just 'a really large and really important gazetteer', and if anything we are calling for smaller, not larger gazetteers. The main reason for this is seen above: most gazetteers contain multiple instances of more or less the same place name in more or less the same location. In most cases, they can be associated with different geographical features, in some sense, but geographical names encountered in historical texts can rarely be clearly associated with a particular feature. In a true spinal gazetteer, this ambiguity is removed: if the same name appears more than once, each instance should be in a quite different location and identify a quite different 'place'.
We began developing just such a spinal gazetteer for Britain by grouping together the many different administrative units named after the same place held in the AUO;
the small town of Sheringham discussed above is not an especially good example, but the AUO identifies a parish, a manor, a Registration sub-District and an Urban District, each with different boundaries. Focus group testing showed that this was confusing for most users, especially where there were both multiple settlements of 23 the same name and multiple administrative units named after each settlement.
Grouping units into 'places' enabled a two-stage search process, users first selecting a place and then a unit, and we were then able to also link in more qualitative sources, such as travel writing, which could be linked only to places, not units. We currently define 22,311 'places' within Britain, versus 71,468 administrative units (Southall 2014) , and this reflects much manual editing to locate and remove duplicates, making the spinal gazetteer smaller and better.
Our evaluation of alternative gazetteers suggest much work to make gazetteers larger but not necessarily more useful. The Ordnance Survey's Open Names gazetteer initially appears vast, but is mostly postal codes and a street directory, in significant ways less useful than their earlier 50K gazetteer. Geonames appears to be almost twice as large as the NGA gazetteer from which it partly derives, but much . Setting MasterMap to one side, GB1900 identifies more 'places' and a greater number of overall locations, especially natural features and individual buildings, than any other freely-available data set, and is also the most detailed specifically historical gazetteer of Britain, or arguably of anywhere else.
Grounded in a particular historical source, but now enhanced with information from DEEP, it will be a key reference aid, and organising framework, both for academic historical researchers, and a wide range of amateur family and local historians. 
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